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Best Teaching Practices
Expo 2021
Teaching Practice &
the Need it Addresses
Our specific teaching practice is to use a course master
plan, which is a comprehensive document that provides
the embodiment to the course skeleton often given in the
syllabus. The master plan strategy addresses the need to
provide multi-level perspectives of the course. The
master plan provides a one-stop source of information
and enables a consistent course delivery in case of
multiple instructors assigned to a course in the same
semester or on rotation.
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Evidence it Beneﬁts
Students
The effectiveness of teaching practice was assessed with
a survey at the end of Fall 2020 semester including
questions about
● understanding of curriculum,
● interrelation among course topics, and
● balancing semester-wide workload.
Survey also included questions about student usage
frequency of the master plan during the semester.
Response Rate: 36/60
Selected Comments:
“I think the course expectations
[were] given to each student. It
helped me navigate this semester
online and manage my time.”
“I really appreciated the clear
directions for what was expected
each week from us with the
schedules outlined in the syllabus
and course schedule. It was very
helpful to me. Thanks for a great
semester!”

Figure 2. Summary of survey data on effectiveness of master plan.

Figure 1. Module layout and weekly schedule of master plan.

We have implemented the master plan strategies in CEE
367 Fluid Mechanics and CEE 241 Statics courses. Our
master plan expands the course objectives listed in the
syllabus in the form of modules that provide course
activities and assessments (see Figure 1). In our master
plan, we provide a graphical overview of course modules
as flowchart that elucidates the dependencies of various
course components as well as detailed course schedule.

How Others Can Adopt
This Practice

Other instructors can adopt this practice. It would involve
adding finer granularity to the course contents. UNLV Online
Education office has provided templates to develop course
master plans. Instructors can use these templates for a
systematic master planning of their courses. A key aspect of a
successful master plan is the completeness of each module,
which gives the instructor freedom to plan ahead the
dependencies and alignments of the course contents.

Resources and Where to
Find Them
• UNLV Office of Online Education has compiled resources
for master plan development, which are provided at
https://www.unlv.edu/teach-online/course-development.
• Following shared document provides tips on getting
started and engaging with Office of Online Education.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RRvtiknkTCPQrSNgOkg
O2BqopB6yxGIX/view
• Following article provides 5 tips for an engaging online
course design.
https://kpcrossacademy.org/engaging-online-course-desi
gn/
• Following article provides information on reasonable
workload for students.
https://www.cmu.edu/teaching//solveproblem/strat-lack
motivation/lackmotivation-05.html#strat1
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